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Spain is the only country worldwide with an extensive network of drover roads -more than 125,000 Km long and 
420,000 Ha wide- protected since 1273. This network allows livestock to walk about 1,000 Km in spring and autumn (2 
months), profiting from complementary grazing areas: in the South during the winter (6 months) and in the North 
during the summer (4 months). Until the 19th Century, 3 to 5 million sheep crossed the Iberian Peninsula twice a year 
with their herders. But the Spanish monopoly on wool trade declined definitely in the 19th century, after the looting 
to which they were subjected by French and British troops during the Napoleonic war (1808-1814).  

The first shipment of merino herds from Spain was sent as Royal Gifts to other European countries:  in 1715 to 
Sweden, where a special school for shepherds was founded in 1739; another 92 rams and 200 select sheep in 1765 to 
Saxony, and 300 sheep more were exported to Hungary in 1775, also accompanied by Spanish shepherds for training 
local herders in the management of the Imperial Herds. The first 300 merino sheep arrived to France in 1776, followed 
by 334 sheep and 42 rams in 1786, origin of the famous Rambouillet flock. A secret clause in the Treaty of Basel (1795) 
allowed the French Republic to take away from Spain 1,000 sheep and 100 rams annually for five consecutive years. In 
1782 a flock of 400 sheep from Extremadura were shipped to South Africa, from where they were exported to 
Australia in 1797. From 1802 to 1827 more than 7,000 merinos were shipped in Lisbon to Australia. Today, 70% of the 
wool in the world is from merino origin, profiting from the genetic selection and improvement work carried out over 
thousands of years by many generations of Spanish shepherds.  
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